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Part I:
The prehistoric rock art of the 

Region of Extremadura (Spain)



Location of the Region of 
Extremadura in the Iberian 

Peninsula



Extremadura is an area with a 
rich cultural heritage, which 

includes several historic-artistic 
sites declared World Heritage by 

the 
UNESCO
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One of the heritage element 
more spreaded throughout its 

territory is rock art.



The Region of 
Extremadura has 

in its territory 
about 450 sites 

with rock 
paintings and 

about 500 sites 
with rock 
engravings 

catalogued to 
date.



From palaeolithic rock 
art…

(Doe and hand 
in negative)

Maltravieso’s
Cave

(Cáceres)



Cave of the Hunter
(Castañar de Ibor)

…or pre-schematic rock art…



… to schematic rock 
paintings…

Castillo’s Cave
Torrejón el 

Rubio

Arroyo de 
san Servan’s 

shelter



...rock engravings of 
the Iron Age…

ZEPA de La Serena (Badajoz)



…or historic rock engravings.
Roman swords.
Tesito de los cuchillos.
Pinofranqueado



The largest set of prehistoric 
rock art in Extremadura 

corresponds to schematic rock 
paintings.



Schematic rock paintings can be 
shown on two different kinds of 

stone, which determines its 
situation in the landscape:



1) Schematic rock 
paintings on 

granite.

Los Barruecos 
(Malpartida de Cáceres).



2)Schematic rock paintings on 
quartzite

La Madrastra mountains
(Cañamero).



Its main features 
are: 

1) Situation in high 
areas of 

mountains;
2) great visibility of 

the environment 
and of the river 

basins.

Cancho de la Burra shelter 
(Cañamero)
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Shelters with rock paintings of La Calderita (La Zarza)



View from the rock shelters of La Calderita (La Zarza)

Guadiana river basin
(Mérida)



Part II:
Integration of the rock schematic 

paintings in cultural or natural 
routes.



The regional abundance and 
special location of the places 
with rock paintings allows its 

integration in cultural or natural 
itineraries.



Specifically, the places with schematic paintings are 
distributed longitudinally on the mountainous areas, 

which facilitates their integration into cultural itineraires.



There are very different kinds of 
cultural routes in which sites with 

rock paintings have been 
integrated.



a) Historic or historic-artistic 
routes.



Project ITINERE 1337: 
Historic routes of pilgrimage 

to the monastery of 
Guadalupe



Many of these historic routes 
have a monographic local 

character, and the rock art is 
combined with other cultural 

elements (sanctuaries, castles, 
megaliths, archaeological 

remains…) and other natural 
values.



The “Smugglers 
Route” of 

Alburquerque, 
which includes 

castles, megaliths… 



…and the rock paintings of 
the Risco de San Blas.



In some cases we have 
proposed changes in traditional 
routes to enable the inclusion of 

sites with rock art.



Traditional cultural route of the queen Isabel 
the Catholic (Cañamero-Guadalupe).



View of the cultural route of Isabel the 
Catholic  (Cañamero-Guadalupe)



Santa Catalina
Mirabel

La Madrastra I-II

Cancho de la 
Burra

Chiquita I-II We proposed an 
alternative way in 
the traditional 
route.



Rock shelter of Cancho de 
La Burra (Cañamero)



Rock shelter of 
La Madrastra (Cañamero)



b) Itineraries of geological 
nature. 

The declaration as 
Geopark in 2012 of the 
area of Las Villuercas 

(Cáceres) has 
generated numerous 

routes through the main 
“geosites”, including 
sites with rock art.



Geological Routes 
(Geosites)



c) Itineraries of natural, 
biological or landscape interest. 

The National Park of 
Monfrague contains one 

of the most important 
Iberian reserves of the 

mediterranean 
landscape, flora and 

fauna … and about 100 
sites with rock art.





d) Finally, some sites with rock 
art in Extremadura have also 

been integrated in specific 
cultural routes of rock art, for 
example, the project CARP 
(Prehistoric Rock Art Trails).





Part III:
The protection and adequacy of 

sites with schematic rock 
paintings for the public visit.



Grilles or fences have been 
used for the protection of 

shelters with rock art since the 
70s of last century.



The grilles or fences as a traditional 
protection system of rock art.

Los Barruecos 
(Malpartida de 

Cáceres, Cáceres)



Rock art shelters of 
Berzocana



Rock art station of La Calderita (La Zarza) 
(from 70s to 2009)



But the fences do not seem to be a 
very appropriate system for the 

following reasons: 
1) It is an impact on the landscape, 

2) It difficults the easy viewing of 
paintings,

3) It stimulates vandalic attitudes in 
visitors because of their 

dissatisfaction.



Therefore, we have developed in 
several rock shelters of 

Extremadura an integral process 
of study and suitability for the 

visit, with several stages:



1) Research: process of 
documentation or review of rock 

art manifestations.



Archaeological prospecting 
for the chronological 

characterization of rock art.



Mechanical cleaning of the natural patina of the 
rock art panels.



Mechanical cleaning of graffiti and surface dirt.



Collection of 
microsamples 
of pigment for 

analysis



Digital photography 
and treatment of 

images.



Systematic registration of figures, details and 
superimpositions.



Reproductions through treatment of digital 
photography.



Topography of 
decorated panels 

with 3D laser 
scanner 





2) Adequacy of the access to 
the decorated shelters. 



Stalling of steps, 
ramps, poles and 
protection cables.



Signaling of the 
access to the rock art 

sites.



Different
signaling
elements.



Installation of metal ramps-platforms for easier 
viewing of the rock art.



The ramps-platforms are reversible installations, and do 
not constitute a visual impact excessively visible in the 

landscape.



Ramps-platform of La Calderita  (La Zarza)



The ramp-platform allows a good visibility of the 
paintings, and prevents direct contact of the visitors with 

the rock panels. 



Design and display of explanatory-didactic panels



Edition of didactic guides for the visit.



Part IV:
Outreach strategies and public 
awareness of the importance of 
the rock art heritage, especially 
integrated in the national project 

GESTAR (Territorial 
Management of Rock Art)



The project GESTAR
(TERRITORIAL MANAGEMENT OF ROCK 

ART) is an inter-territorial cooperation project, 
granted by the Ministry of Agriculture, Food 

and Environment of Spain, which is aimed at 
adding value to the prehistoric heritage 

management in general, and of rock art in 
particular, as a way to contribute to the 
economic and social vitality of the rural 

territories that are integrated in the project.



Webpage of the project GESTAR



The main activities sponsored by 
the GESTAR project with the 

collaboration of other 
institutions (Government and 
University of Extremadura) 

are: 

1) Divulgation lectures.



Lectures on rock art adressed to the local 
population and groups of interest (students, 

teachers, tourist guides, managers…)



(Preferably lectures given at the sites with rock art, as 
they are much more didactic, attractive and effective)



(Pre)historical 
recreation (with 
explanations of 
the “Abbé Henri 

Breuil”)



Experimental 
archaeology for 

groups of students.

Preparation of mineral 
pigments for the 

elaboration of the rock 
paintings



Manufacture of pigments and realization of rock 
paintings with children in the schools.





3) Strategies of awareness of 
the local population, especially 

integrated in the national project 
GESTART (Management of 

Rock Art)

Photographic displays.



Other activities:

Sponsorship of a 
place with rock 

art by students in 
a local secondary 

school…



…or “rock art” 
gastronomy 

contests.



Part V:
Results.



The suitability of sites with rock 
art for its public visit and their 

integration into cultural routes as 
a tourist resource in 

disadvantaged rural areas is an 
initiative that started in 
Extremadura in 2007.



To date, the proposal has had a 
essentially regional and local 
impact throughout organized 

groups of students, 
excursionists, walkers… in the 
context of local activities and 

celebrations.



However, the inclusion of several 
sites of rock art in CARP, the 
declaration of the Geopark 

Villuercas-Ibores-Jara in 2012, or 
the inclusion of the rock art of 
Extremadura in national and 

international databases begins to 
generate a growing and promising 

rock art foreign tourism.



But a lot remains to be 
done…



Thank you for your attention!


